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Abstract

In many applications, users specify target values for the attributes of a relation, and expect in return thek

tuples that best match these values. Traditional RDBMSs do not process these “top-k queries” efficiently. In our
previous work, we outlined a family of strategies to map a top-k query into a traditional selection query that a
RDBMS can process efficiently. The goal of such mapping strategies is to get all needed tuples (but minimize the
number of retrieved tuples) and thus avoid “restarts” to get additional tuples. Unfortunately, no single mapping
strategy performed consistently the best under all data distributions. In this paper, we develop a novel mapping
technique that leverages information about the data distribution and adapts itself to the local characteristics of the
data and the histograms available to do the mapping. We also report the first experimental evaluation of the new
and old mapping strategies over a real RDBMS, namely over Microsoft’s SQL Server 7.0. The experiments show
that our new techniques are robust and significantly more efficient than previously known strategies requiring at
least one sequential scan of the data sets.

1 Introduction

Approximate matches of queries are commonplace in the text world. Notably, web search engines answer user
queries with a rank of the pages that best match the user specification. Ranked answers are also desirable for many
applications that deal with traditional relational data, as illustrated in the following example.

Example 1: Consider a real-estate database that maintains information like thePriceandNumber of Bedroomsof
each house that is available for sale. Suppose that a potential customer is interested in houses with four bedrooms,
and with a price tag of around$300; 000. The database system should then rank the available houses according to
how well they match the given user preference, and return the top houses for the user to inspect. If no houses match
the query specification exactly, the system might return a house with, say, five bedrooms and a price tag close to
$300; 000 as the top house for the query.

A query for this kind of applications can be as simple as a specification of the target values for each of the
relevant attributes of the relation. Given such a query, a database supporting approximate matches ranks the tuples
according to how well they match the stated values for the attributes. Users who issue this kind of queries are
typically interested in a small number of tuplesk that best match the given condition, as in the example above. We
refer to such queries astop-k selection queries.

This paper addresses the problem of efficient execution of top-k selection queries on relational databases. In
earlier work, we presented techniques for mapping a top-k query into a traditional multiattribute range selection
query that any RDBMS can then optimize and execute efficiently. Our techniques used multidimensional histograms
to do this mapping. Intuitively, given a target data point, we consult the histogram to derive a multiattribute range
query such thatk closest matches are “likely” to be included in the answer to the generated range query. If the range
selection query actually returns fewer thank tuples, the query needs to be “restarted,” i.e., one or more supplemental
queries need to be generated to ensure that allk closest matches are returned to the users. Naturally, a desirable
property of any mapping is that it generates a range query that returns allk closest matches without requiring restarts.
Our previous strategies for top-k query processing treated buckets as “atomic,” without modelling data skewswithin
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the buckets. This led to query processing strategies that did not work uniformly well over varying data distributions.
More specifically, for the different queries and data distributions that we considered, there was always one variant
of our technique that worked well, but we could not predict automatically which one it would be for arbitrary data
distributions and queries. Additionally, an open question is whether our query processing strategies are indeed more
efficient than those requiring at least one sequential scan of the data on a real RDBMS.

In this paper, we introduce a new strategy for processing top-k queries that addresses the limitations of our
previous techniques. We map a given top-k query into a multiattribute selection query by analyzing the data distri-
bution around the target value specified in the query. In particular, we no longer treat histogram buckets as “atomic,”
and instead develop efficient techniques for determining the optimalfraction of each bucket that we should include
in the final selection query. The fact that our top-k queries involvemultiple attributesmakes this task especially
challenging. Another key aspect of our new strategy is that we modelintra-bucket skews. Ideally histograms would
only “bucketize” data regions that exhibit reasonably uniform densities. Unfortunately, building multidimensional
histograms with this characteristic is particularly difficult. To account for imperfect histogram buckets, we intro-
duce a single value in each histogram bucket computed using a variation of the fractal dimension concept, and which
models multidimensional data skews within buckets. As we will see, this measure of bucket skew is fundamental to
drastically reduce the fraction of queries that require restarts. We also comment on how the quality of histograms can
influence our mapping and indeed show an example of a data set where the inability of current histogram strategies
to represent the data distribution adequately impacts our mapping.

As another key contribution, we report the first experimental evaluation of our multiattribute top-k query map-
pings over a commercial RDBMS. Specifically, we evaluate the execution time of our query processing strategies
over Microsoft’s SQL Server 7.0 over a number of data distributions, and other variations of relevant parameters.
As we will show, our techniques are robust, and establish the superiority of our schemes over previously known
mapping strategies as well as over the techniques requiring sequential scans.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present background on top-k query processing and review
our earlier techniques. Section 3 presents our new mapping strategy. Section 5 presents the experimental evaluation
of our techniques on Microsoft’s SQL Server 7.0 using the experimental setting of Section 4. Finally, Appendix A
discusses the impact of the quality of multidimensional histograms on the performance of our top-k query processing
approach.

2 Background

In a traditional relational system, the answer to a selection query is a set of tuples. In contrast, the answer to atop-k
query is anorderedset of tuples, where the ordering criterion is how well each tuple matches the given query. In
this section we review the query model and evaluation strategies that we introduced in [5].

2.1 Query Model

Consider a relationR with attributesA1; : : : ; An. A top-k query overR specifies target values for the attributes in
R and adistance functionover the tuples in the domain ofR. The result of a top-k queryq is then an ordered set of
k tuples ofR that are closest toq according to the given distance function.1

Example 2: Consider a relationEmployeewith attributesageand salary. The answer to the top-10 queryq =
(25; 40; 000) is an ordered sequence consisting of the 10 employees in theEmployeerelation that areclosestto 25
years of age and$40,000 of salary, according to a given distance function.

1In [5] we usedscoring functionsinstead of distance functions in our definition of top-k queries. These two definitions are conceptually
equivalent. An advantage of the current definition is that it does not require attribute values to be “normalized” to a[0; 1] range.
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In this paper, we restrict our attention to top-k queries over continuous-valued real attributes, and to distance
functions that are based onvector p-norms, defined as:

jjxjjp =
�X

i

jxijp
�1=p

(p � 1)

Given ap-norm jj � jj, we can define a distance functionDjj�jj between two arbitrary pointsq andt asDjj�jj(q; t) =
jjq � tjj. All distance functions based onp-norms verify the following monotonicity property:

Property 1: Let q = (q1; : : : ; qn) be a query, andt = (t1; : : : ; tn) and t0 = (t01; : : : ; t
0
n) be two arbitrary tuples

such that8i jt0i � qij � jti � qij. (In other words, t’ is at least as close to q as t for all attributes.) Then, for any
p-norm jj � jj, Djj�jj(q; t

0) � Djj�jj(q; t).

This paper focuses on the following important distance functions, which are based onp-norms forp = 1; 2, and1.

Definition 1: Consider a relationR = (A1; : : : ; An) with real-valued attributes. Then, given a queryq =
(q1; : : : ; qn) and a tuplet = (t1; : : : ; tn) fromR, we define thedistancebetweenq andt using any of the following
three distance functions2:

Sum(q; t) = jjq � tjj1 =
Pn

i=1 jqi � tij
Eucl(q; t) = jjq � tjj2 =

pPn
i=1(qi � ti)2

Max(q; t) = jjq � tjj1 = maxni=1jqi � tij

2.2 Evaluation Strategies

The main idea for processing a top-k queryq is to map it into a relational selection query that any RDBMS can
execute. The procedure for doing so consists of the following three steps:

Search Given a top-k queryq overR, use a multidimensional histogramH to estimate a search distanced, such
that the region that contains all possible tuples at distanced or lower fromq, reg(q; d), is expected to include
k tuples.

Retrieve Retrieve all tuples inreg(q; d) using a range query that encloses this region as tightly as possible.

Verify/Restart If there are at leastk tuples inreg(q; d), sort and return them. Otherwise,restart the procedure
using a “safe” distance that guarantees the retrieval of the top-k answers.

The first step is the most challenging one. Ideally, the search distanced that we determine encloses exactlyk
tuples. Unfortunately, identifying such a precise value ford using only relatively coarse histograms is not possible.
In practice, we will try to find a value ofd such thatreg(q; d) encloses at leastk tuples, but not many more. Choosing
a value ofd that is too high would result in an execution that does not require restarts (Verify/Restart step), but that
would retrieve too many tuples, which is undesirable. In contrast, choosing a value ofd that is too low would result
in an execution that requires restarts, which is also undesirable. Hence, determining the right distanced becomes
the crucial step in our top-k query processing strategy. Once theSearch step determines the search distanced,
the Retrieve step builds a SQL query that enclosesreg(q; d) as tightly as possible, as illustrated in the following
example.

Example 3: Consider relationR with attributesA1 andA2, and a top-k queryq = (10; 30) with the Sum distance
function. Letd = 5 be the search distance determined in theSearchstep. The following SQL query then encloses
all possible tuples inside reg(q; d): SELECT * FROM R WHERE 5<=A1<=15 AND 25<=A2<=35.

2Our definitions of distance give equal weight to each attribute of the relation, but we can easily modify them to assign different weights
to different attributes if this is appropriate for a specific scenario.
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Figure 1:(a) Regions searched by theRestartsandNoRestartsstrategies for a top-10 queryq. (b) The corresponding
dRanddNRdistance values.

Our technique uses multidimensional histograms as the only source of information about relationR to determine
distanced. An n-dimensional histogramH overR roughly describes the distribution of values inR. It consists of
a set of pairsH = f(b1; t1); : : : ; (bm; tm)g, where eachbucketbi defines a hyper-rectangle included indomain(R),
and eachfrequencyti is the number of tuples inR that lie insidebi. The bucketsbi are pairwise disjoint, and every
tuple inR is contained in one bucket.

In our previous work [5] we showed a family of strategies for determining search distances. Briefly, given a
relationR with an associated histogramH, we conceptually created different small, synthetic relations consistent
withH, and used them to define four fixed execution strategies. The first one,NoRestarts, results in a search distance
that is high enough to guarantee that no restarts are ever needed. In other words, theVerify/Restart step always
finishes successfully, without having to restart the whole process. In contrast, the second strategy,Restarts, gives
the lowest search distance thatmight result in no restarts. This strategy retrieves the minimum possible number of
tuples, but it frequently, if not always, leads to restarts (hence its name). Finally, strategiesInter1andInter2use two
“hardcoded” intermediate search distances betweenRestartsandNoRestarts.

Example 4: Consider a relation with 113 tuples, and the three-bucket histogram of Figure 1(a). For example, bucket
b1 encloses 8 tuples of the relation. Letq be a top-10 query. The NoRestarts strategy for this query determines a
“safe” search distance that is guaranteed to enclose at least 10 tuples. In effect, we can see that the NoRestarts
region encloses histogram bucketsb1 andb2 completely, hence including at least8 + 5 = 13 tuples. Unfortunately,
this strategy will most likely also retrieve a significant fraction of the 100b3 tuples, and may thus be inefficient. In
contrast, the Restarts strategy for queryq determines an “optimistic” search distance that might result in 10 tuples
being retrieved. As we see in the figure, the Restarts region will only enclose 10 tuples in the “best” case when the
5 tuples in bucketb2 are as close toq as possible, and at least 5 of theb1 tuples are as close toq as the 5b2 tuples.
Unfortunately, this optimistic scenario is improbable, and the Restarts strategy will most likely result in restarts
(Verify/Restart step) and in an overall inefficient execution.

In [5] we compared theRestarts, NoRestarts, Inter1, andInter2strategies experimentally in terms of the number
of objects retrieved by the different strategies. The performance of these strategies varies drastically with different
data distributions, and, unfortunately, none of the strategies worked consistently the best. Moreover, even over the
same data sets, the best strategy to choose for a query might be dependent on the specific location of the query. In
the next section, we present a new technique that adapts to the characteristics of the data distribution around the
vicinity of the queries.

3 Answering Top-K Queries

As discussed in the previous section, a critical step when processing a top-k queryq is determining a good search
distanced. This distance should be large enough so that no restarts are needed (i.e., the number of tuples at distance
d or less fromq should be at leastk). At the same time, this distance should be as small as possible, so that we do
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not retrieve too many tuples during query processing. In this section, we introduce a new strategy for determining
a good search distanced for a query. In Section 5 we show experimentally that our new technique outperforms all
of the old strategies [5], and manages to process top-k queries in a fraction of the time required to perform a single
sequential scan of the relation, even considering the time required for restarts in the rare cases when they are needed.

Our technique starts by identifying the range of values that “good” search distances can take for a given query.
Distances outside of this range would result in either too few or too many tuples being retrieved. For each distance
d that we consider in this range, our technique estimates the number of tuples inreg(q; d). The final search distance
is then the lowest distanced such thatreg(q; d) is estimated to include at leastk tuples. In summary, we identify the
search distanced for a top-k queryq (Searchstep) as follows:

1. Determine the distance range[dR;dNR] to explore (Section 3.1).

2. Use binary search to findd 2 [dR;dNR] (Section 3.2) such that: (a) the estimated number of tuples inreg(q; d)
is at leastk, and (b) ifd0 < d then the estimated number of tuples inreg(q; d0) is belowk. (Reference [7] has
used Golden Search in a similar context to determine a search “cutoff” for processing top-k queries where the
ranking condition is on asingle attribute.)

Once the search distanced is determined, in theRetrieve step we build a selection query as tightly as possible
to retrieve all tuples enclosed inreg(q; d) as suggested in the previous section. Finally, in theVerify/Restart step,
if we have retrieved fewer thank tuples at distanced or lower, we then usedNRas the new “safe” search distance
and restart the procedure. This time around, however, we are guaranteed to retrieve at leastk tuples, as we will see
in Section 3.1.

3.1 Bounding the Search Distanced

Our technique for finding the search distanced for a top-k query starts by tightly bounding the potential range of
values ford. The lower and upper bounds of this range correspond to an optimistic and a pessimistic scenario,
respectively. In the optimistic scenario, all of the tuples in a bucketb are assumed to be at the point inb that is
closest to queryq, with distanceminD(q; b). Analogously, the pessimistic scenario assumes that all of the tuples
in b are at the point inb that is farthest from queryq, with distancemaxD(q; b). Since the norm-based distance
functions that we use are monotonic (Property 1), theminD andmaxDvalues are easily computed. In effect, the
point in a bucketb that is closest to (similarly, farthest from) a queryq can be determined dimension by dimension
as the following example illustrates.

Example 5: Consider a bucketb defined by its corners(10; 10) and (25; 40), and a queryq=(40; 20) (Figure 2).
Assume that we use the Eucl distance function. Because of the monotonicity property of Eucl the point inb that
is closest toq, q1, is the one that is closest dimension by dimension. Henceq1 = (25; 20) (Figure 2). Analo-
gously, the point inb that is farthest fromq, q2, is the one that is farthest dimension by dimension. Henceq2 =
(10; 40). Consequently, minD(q; b)=Eucl(q; q1)=

p
(40� 25)2 + (20� 20)2=15 and maxD(q; b)=Eucl(q; q2) =p

(40� 10)2 + (20 � 40)2=36:1.

After calculatingminD(q; bi) andmaxD(q; bi) for each bucketbi, we can use these distances for defining the
optimistic and pessimistic scenarios. To determine the search distancedRin the optimistic scenario, we consider the
histogram buckets in increasing order ofminD(q; bi) (Figure 1(b)). When we consider a bucketbi, we assume that
all its tuples are situated at distanceminD(q; bi) from queryq, i.e., as close as possible toq, and therefore we addbi’s
frequency to the total number of tuples at that distance or lower. If after “including” a bucketbj we have included
at leastk tuples, we definedR= minD(q; bj). If tuples were distributed as assumed in our optimistic scenario, then
there would be at leastk tuples at distancedR= minD(q; bj) or lower from queryq. For the pessimistic approach,
we proceed similarly, but consideringmaxD(q; bi) instead ofminD(q; bi). In other words, we assume that all tuples
in bi are placed as far as possible fromq. If after “including” a bucketbj we have included at leastk tuples, we
definedNR= maxD(q; bj). Given that we assumed a worst-case scenario for the tuple distribution with respect to
queryq, we are guaranteed that there are at leastk tuples at distancedNR= maxD(q; bj) or lower from queryq.
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Figure 2: The points in bucketb that are closest to (q1) and farthest from (q2) queryq.

Example 4: (cont.) Figure 1(b) illustrates how we determine dR and dNR for the relation and histogram of Exam-
ple 4 and Figure 1(a). If tuples were distributed inside each bucket as close as possible to top-10 queryq (optimistic
scenario) then there would be 5 tuples in bucketb2 at distance minD(q; b2), and 8 tuples in bucketb1 at distance
minD(q; b1). (minD(q; b3) is larger than both minD(q; b2) and minD(q; b1).) Since 5+8 exceedsk = 10, we can
“stop” after considering bucketb1, and define dR as minD(q; b1). Analogously, if tuples are distributed as far away
as possible fromq inside each bucket, then there would be 8 tuples in bucketb1 at distance maxD(q; b1), and 5 tuples
in bucketb2 at distance minD(q; b2). (maxD(q; b3) is larger than both maxD(q; b1) and maxD(q; b2).) Since 8+5
exceedsk = 10, then we can “stop” after considering bucketb2, and define dNR as maxD(q; b2).

3.2 Finding the Best Search Distanced

In the previous section, we described how to compute the range[dR;dNR] that includes the search distance that we
should use to evaluate a given top-k query. We now show how we find this search distance.

Let q be a top-k query and[dR;dNR] the distance range as computed in Section 3.1. The search distanced that
we use forq should be such that at leastk tuples are at distanced or lower fromq. In other words,reg(q; d) should
contain at leastk tuples. Furthermore,d should be the minimum distance with this property. We saw in Section 3.1
thatd 2 [dR;dNR]. Since we only have a histogram describing relationR, we cannot expect to determine the exact
number of tuples inreg(q; d) for every candidate distanced that we consider. Instead, we will build anestimateof
this number of tuples,eTuples(reg(q; d)), using the histogram information. More specifically,

eTuples(reg(q; d)) =
X

b bucket
eTuples(b \ reg(q; d))

In other words, we will compute an estimate of the number of tuples ofreg(q; d) by adding an estimate of the
number of tuples inb \ reg(q; d) for every histogram bucketb. For this purpose, we consider the following three
cases, assuming that bucketb containst tuples:

� If b � reg(q; d) (or, equivalently, ifmaxD(q; b) � d) theneTuples(b \ reg(q; d)) = t.

� If b \ reg(q; d) = ; (or, equivalently, ifminD(q; b) > d) theneTuples(b \ reg(q; d)) = 0.

� Otherwisereg(q; d) partially overlaps with bucketb (i.e., minD(q; b) � d < maxD(q; b)). In this case, we
first estimate the fraction of volume of the overlapping area,fv (Section 3.2.1). If thet tuples in bucketb
were uniformly distributed inb, thenb \ reg(q; d) would contain exactlyfv � t tuples. Unfortunately, data
skew is frequent even within histogram buckets. To take this into account, we will estimate a lower bound
on the number of tuples inb \ reg(q; d) asf�v � t tuples, where� is a bucket-dependent constant that models
intra-bucket skew (Section 3.2.2).
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Figure 3: Shapes ofreg(q; d) for different distance functions.

3.2.1 Estimating Volume Overlap

As discussed above, we now describe how to computeV ol(b \ reg(q; d)) for a bucketb, queryq, and distanced
whenb andreg(q; d) overlap partially. The fact that our histograms and queries aremultiattributemakes this step
particularly challenging. As Figure 3 illustrates, the shape ofreg(q; d) depends dramatically on the distance function
used. This variety in shapes will result in turn in different shapes for theb \ reg(q; d) regions. In some cases (e.g.,
for theMaxdistance function), we can define a closed formula forV ol(b\ reg(q; d)). In some others (e.g., forSum,
Eucl, or a user-specified function) we need to resort to discrete estimation methods for this volume:

Closed formula for determining V ol(b \ reg(q; d)): For some distance functions we can determine this volume
analytically. TheMax function is one such distance function. Given a queryq = (q1; : : : ; qn) and a distanced, we
can determine the volume of the intersection ofreg(q; d) and the bucketb delimited by the cornerslow = (l1; : : : ; ln)
andhigh = (h1; : : : ; hn) as follows:

V ol(b \ reg(q; d)) =
nY
i=1

maxf0; h0i � l0ig

whereh0i = minfhi; qi + dg andl0i = maxfli; qi � dg.

Discrete estimation ofV ol(b \ reg(q; d)): For some distance functions for which no closed formula exists we
need to resort to a stochastic, discrete estimation procedure forV ol(b \ reg(q; d)) such as Montecarlo [16]. We
generate random points inside bucketb and count the fraction of them that lie insidereg(q; d)3. Finally, we multiply
this fraction by the total volume of the bucket. This procedure works for all distance functions, and gives close-
to-perfect answers. Unfortunately, the Montecarlo approximation ofV ol(b \ reg(q; d)) might prove expensive to
perform at run time. In Section 5, we consider coarse approximations ofreg(q; d) for SumandEucl that allow us to
calculate their intersection with the buckets as efficiently as when we are able to use a closed formula. As we will
see, these inexpensive approximations work surprisingly well in practice.

3.2.2 Modelling Intra-Bucket Data Skew

Consider a bucketb with t tuples such thatV ol(b \ reg(q; d)) = fv � V ol(b) for a queryq and a distanced.
As discussed above, if the data were distributed completely uniformly withinb, thenb \ reg(q; d) would enclose
exactly t � fv tuples. With skewed data, sometimes the actual number of tuples inb \ reg(q; d) would be higher
than its expected share ofb tuples. In this case, our top-k query processing strategy would retrieve more tuples
than anticipated (and needed), with a typically small impact on efficiency. Some other times, though, the actual
number of tuples inb\ reg(q; d) would be lower than our estimate. This case is more serious, since retrieving fewer
tuples than expected might result in costly restarts. Hence for top-k query processing, these two cases shouldnotbe
treated as equals, and we will try to avoid overestimating the number of tuples inb \ reg(q; d) whenever possible,

3Of course, this Montecarlo estimation is performed using only the bucket boundaries, without accessing the actual relation.
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Figure 4: Fraction of tuples as a function of the corresponding fraction of volume, for different values of�.

(a) (b)

Figure 5:(a) Distribution of tuples inside a bucket.(b) The4� 4 grid used by the box-counting procedure.

even when this might result in underestimates. Therefore, when computingeTuples(b \ reg(q; d)) we will take a
more pessimistic view of the contents inside a bucket, to reduce the expected number of tuples and minimize the
probability of restarts, but still without retrieving too many tuples. We estimate a lower bound on the number of
tuples inb \ reg(q; d) as follows:

eTuples(b \ reg(q; d)) = t � f�v (1)

where� � 1 is a “deflation” parameter in each bucket that models the local degree of skew of the data inside the
bucket. This extra number is kept in each histogram bucket, and is computed during histogram construction. The
introduction of� is related to the� parameter that reference [7] associates with each single-attribute histogram for
modelling histogram quality.

Since� � 1 andfv � 1, the new estimate in Equation 1 is never higher than the one that assumes uniformity.
Intuitively, whenV ol(b \ reg(q; d)) is near zero, we are not covering much of the bucket, so our knowledge is
minimal and we decrease the expected number of tuples. AsV ol(b\ reg(q; d)) increases, we can be less pessimistic
about the contents of the bucket, until we reachV ol(b \ reg(q; d)) = V ol(b) and we know exactly that we will get
all the tuples (Figure 4).

We experimentally tested several different functions for modelling the degree of skew, i.e.,�, inside each bucket.
We obtained the best results with a simple metric derived from thebox-countingprocedure, used previously in [8]
for calculating the fractal dimension of data sets. Our adaptation of the box-counting procedure works as follows.
Given a bucketb, we first build a multidimensional grid consisting oft cells, wheret is (approximately) the number
of tuples in the bucket. Then, we count the number of cellsc that enclose at least one tuple. Finally, we define
� = log(t)= log(c).

Example 6: Consider the bucket in Figure 5(a), with 16 tuples. We build a4�4 grid (t = 16) and count the number
of cells with at least one tuple (Figure 5(b)), which results inc = 11. Then, the degree of skew associated with this
bucket is� = log(16)= log(11) = 1:16.

The rationale behind this choice of� is as follows. In a completely uniform distribution, every cell in a bucket
would be occupied by exactly one tuple, so the associated� would be one. Then, Equation 1 reduces to the unifor-
mity assumption. As the data distribution inside a bucket is more skewed, it generally tends to form “clusters” and
leaves big regions virtually empty. In this case, the value of� increases, which results in a more “pessimistic” strat-
egy. Then, on average we will retrieve slightly more tuples than with the uniformity assumption, but the percentage
of restarts will decrease as well, leading to a better overall performance, as we will see in Section 5.
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4 Experimental Setting

This section describes the data sets, histograms, and metrics for the experiments of Section 5.

4.1 Data Sets

Our experiments use several synthetic data sets built using different Zipfian distributions [17], and model different
degrees of data correlation. For this purpose, we used a subroutine that generates one-dimensional Zipfian distribu-
tions with varying “Z” factors. When this factor is zero, it generates a uniform distribution. Higher values result in
higher skew. For ann-dimensional data set, the generation routine is parameterized by (1) a vector< z1; : : : ; zn >
of values, one for each attribute, and (2) the number of tuples to be generated,N . We generated the data correspond-
ing to a(Z;N) specification as follows. First, we generated a one-dimensional Zipfian distribution ofN tuples for
attributeA1 usingZ factor z1. Let us say that for attributeA1 the valuev1 occurred inN1 out of theN tuples.
We now fill in the value for attributeA2 for each of theseN1 tuples by generatingN1 valuesw1; : : : ; wN1

using a
Zipfian distribution withZ factor z2. At the end of this step, the first two attributes of the originalN1 tuples are
filled in with values(v1; w1); : : : ; (v1; wN1

). Let us say that this results inN2 tuples that havev1 andw1 as the
values for attributesA1 andA2, respectively. We then fill in the remaining attribute valuesA3; : : : ; An for theseN2

tuples in an analogous way as above, using theZ valuesz3 throughzn. For our experiments, we generated data sets
of 104 to 106 records, with 2, 3, and 4 attributes. The domain for each attribute was the set of integers in[0 : : : 106).
We varied the Zipfian vectors in the generation of the data sets with values between 0 and 3 to obtain a spectrum of
skews. For conciseness, we will refer to the data set generated withZ =< 2; 1; 1 >, for example, asZ211.

4.2 Histograms

We use theMHIST-2 procedure as the current state of the art technique for building multidimensional histograms,
with MaxDiff(V; F ) as the underlying one-dimensional partitioning strategy [13, 14]. We tried other variations of
the one-dimensional partitioning strategy and obtained worse results, so we present the results usingMaxDiff(V; F ).
We refer the reader to [13, 14] for a detailed discussion.

4.3 Indexes

We tried, for several configurations, Microsoft’sIndex Tuning Wizardover SQL Server 7.0 [6], an automatic tool that
determines good index configurations for a specific workload. We fed the Index Tuning Wizard with representative
query workloads for our task and it always suggested ann-column index covering all attributes in the top-k queries.
Therefore, we focused on multiattribute indexes in most of our experiments, assuming that in a real situation where
top-k queries are heavily used, this index could be built without big penalties in the overall system efficiency. We
also ran experiments for the case when only single-column indexes are available. In summary, we used two main
index configurations: (a)n unclustered single-column B+-tree indexes, one for each attribute mentioned in the
query; and (b) one unclusteredn-column B+-tree index whose search key is the concatenation of alln attributes
mentioned in the query.

For then-column index configurations, we needed to define the order in which the attributes would be con-
catenated to form the index search keys. We considered different choices, and finally concatenated the attributes in
decreasing order of their number of distinct values in the relation. This configuration results in good performance
for the kind ofn-attribute range queries that our top-k processing strategy generates.

4.4 Efficiency Metrics

For each configuration, we generated two different 500-query workloads. The first one, denotedRandom, consists
of queries randomly chosen fromdomain(R). The second one, denotedSkewed, follows the data distribution and
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consists of tuples that are present in the original data set, chosen according to their original frequencies. Section 5
reports experimental results for these workloads, using the following metrics:

a) Percentage of restarts: This is the percentage of queries in the workload for which the associated selection
query failed to contain thek best tuples, hence leading to restarts. (See the algorithm in Section 2.2.)

b) Optimumtime: Suppose that we somehow know the topk tuples for a given queryq. As a baseline, we
compute the running time of the “perfect”n-dimensional range query that results from tightly enclosing these
actual topk tuples. Of course, this ideal technique would only be possible with complete knowledge of the
data distribution, and never requires restarts. Its running time is a lower bound for that of our strategies.

c) �-based (NR)time: This is the average time to run thosen-attribute range queries produced by our�-based
technique that did not need restarts. As we will see, the overwhelming majority of top-k queries will not
require restarts, so it is interesting to report their run time separately.

d) �-based (total)time: This is the average time to runall then-attribute range queries produced by our�-based
technique, whether they required restarts or not. For those queries that needed restarts, this time includes the
running time for the original (insufficient) query, plus the time for the subsequent “safe” query that retrieves
all of the needed tuples using distancedNR(Section 3).

e) Sequential Scantime: The techniques in [3, 4] for processing top-k queries require one sequential scan of
the relation, plus a subsequent sorting step of a small subset of the relation, as we discuss in Section 6. (We
ignore this sorting step in our experiments, the same way we ignore it when evaluating our techniques. This
step is negligible relative to the rest of the processing.) We compare the run time of our new technique against
that of a sequential scan of the relation, which is a lower bound on the time required by [3, 4]. To make our
comparison as favorable as possible to the sequential scan case, we proceed as follows. Consider a top-k query
involving attributesA1; : : : ; An of relationR. In practice,R is likely to have additional attributes that do not
participate in the query. For the cases when we have available a multiattribute B+-tree over the concatenation
of attributesA1; : : : ; An, the sequential scan will do an index scan (using the leaf nodes of the tree), rather
than scanning the actual relation, which is larger due to the additional attributes not involved in the query. For
this, we time the sequential scan over a projected version ofR with just attributesA1; : : : ; An. For the cases
when we do not have a multiattribute B+-tree, we time the sequential scan over the actual relationR. We
model potential additional attributes not in the queries with an attributeAn+1 that is a string of 30 characters.
In any case, the resultingSequential Scantime that we use to compare against is a “loose” lower bound on
the time that the techniques in [3, 4] would require to process a multiattribute top-k query like the ones we
address in this paper.

5 Experimental Results

This section presents experimental results for our technique of Section 3. We ran all our experiments over Mi-
crosoft’s SQL Server 7.0, on a 550-Mhz Pentium III PC with 384 MBytes of RAM. The experiments involve a large
number of parameters, and we tried many different value assignments. For conciseness, we report results on ade-
fault settingwhere appropriate. This default setting uses data sets withd = 3 attributes, built usingZ211 (moderate
skew), andN = 105 tuples (Section 4.1). TheMHISThistograms use 100 buckets (corresponding to approximately
3000 bytes of storage for d=3). We used multiattribute indexes with the attribute ordering described in Section 4.3.
For each experiment, we used the 500-queryRandomworkload, and asked for the top-10 tuples (i.e.,k = 10) using
Max as our distance function. We report results for other settings of the parameters as well.

Comparison with Existing Approaches

Our first experiment compares the efficiency of our technique with that of the strategies in [5]. As discussed in
Section 3, our new�-basedstrategy adapts to the data distribution in the vicinity of the query, unlike theRestarts,
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Figure 6: Run time(a) and percentage of restarts(b) of our new technique vs. that of the techniques in [5] and
the optimum technique, for increasing data skew, as a percentage of the time required for a sequential scan of the
relation.

NoRestarts, Inter1, andInter2 techniques. Figure 6(a) shows the running time that SQL Server took to process the
selection queries produced by the various techniques for increasing data skew. We report the running times as a
percentage of the time that a simple sequential scan of the relation would take, as discussed in Section 4.4. As we
can see, bothRestartsandNoRestartsresult in the worst performance, due to the extreme assumptions they made.
Also, while Inter2 is better thanInter1 for Z100 andZ211, Inter1 performs better forZ322, that is, no one strategy
performed the best in all configurations. In contrast, our new�-basedtechnique consistently outperforms the four
fixed strategies. Figure 6(a) shows that our new technique adapts itself well to the characteristics of the data, with
run times that are always less than 35% those of a sequential scan of the data, as low as just 18% forZ100, and 19%
for Z211. The percentage of queries that need restarts is also low, as shown in Figure 6(b). Finally, if we focus on
the queries that do not need restarts, the average number of tuples retrieved by our�-basedstrategy is small, and
close to the minimum possible, which is what theOptimumstrategy retrieves. For example, for theZ211 data set,
our technique retrieves on average only 78 out of the100; 000 tuples in the relation for the 96.4% of the queries
that did not require restarts. The optimum strategy retrieves on average only slightly fewer tuples for that data set,
namely 44. In contrast, the four non-adaptive techniques of [5] return significantly more tuples. For example,Inter1
returns on average 7,400 tuples, andInter2, 1,300 tuples.

Effect of Modelling Intra-Bucket Skew

Figure 6 established that our�-basedtechnique is better than all of the previous strategies, and significantly more
efficient than performing a single sequential scan of the data set. A key part of our technique is associating an�
value with each bucket, modelling how much the data inside the bucket departs from uniformity (Section 3.2.2). To
analyze the impact of these local�’s, we ran experiments for which we assumed� = 1 in each bucket. In other
words, we tested how our technique would perform if it assumed that the data inside each bucket was uniformly
distributed. Since in this case we do not need to store the value of� in each bucket, we increased the number of
buckets in the histogram accordingly to make the comparison fair. Figure 7 shows the five metrics from Section 4.4
for different data skews. Each data set (i.e.,Z100, Z211, andZ322) has a group of four bars associated with it.
The leftmost bar in each group indicates the run time of theOptimumstrategy, while the rightmost one, that of a
sequential scan of the relation. Neither of these techniques can ever need restarts. The two middle bars correspond
to our technique with� set to one, with the division of run times explained in Section 4.4. The percentage of queries
that needed restarts for each data set is placed in parentheses next to the corresponding label on theX axis. (For
example, our technique with� = 1 resulted in 39.8% of the queries requiring restarts for data setZ100.)

As we can see from Figure 7, the technique resulting from setting all the�’s to one performs significantly worse
than our�-basedtechnique, especially regarding the percentage of queries that need restarts. In this case, 39.8% of
the queries requires restarts forZ100, 28.4% forZ211 and 49.4% forZ322. (Contrast these numbers with those
from Figure 6(b) for our�-basedtechnique.) As we can see, the time spent by the technique in the cases when
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Figure 7: Run time and percentage of restarts as a function of the data skew, assuming that data is uniformly
distributed inside the histogram buckets (i.e.,� = 1).

there are no restarts is quite good (in fact, almost equal to the optimum time). The overall results for theZ100
relation are worse than those for the more skewed relations due to the particular histogram configuration. In the
Z100 case, each histogram bucket tends to span entire hyperplanes in the domain of the relation. Therefore, the
dNRdistance covers almost all the data set and each time the technique restarts, it retrieves over90% of the tuples,
greatly impacting the total execution time. As a conclusion, this experiment provides evidence that the use of local
�’s to model intra-bucket skew pays off, and achieves the goal of reducing the number of restarts significantly.

Robustness of our Approach

To analyze the robustness of our new strategy, we started with the default setting of the different experiment param-
eters, and varied them one at a time.

Figure 8(a) shows that, as thedata skewincreases, the total time spent to answer the queries also increases
slowly relative to the time required by a sequential scan. However, the optimum time is larger too, and even when
considering very skewed data sets (e.g.,Z322) the performance of our technique is significantly better than the cost
of a single sequential scan over the relation (around 20%-30% of the time of a sequential scan). Also, the percentage
of queries in need of restarts is consistently low for the different data skews (4% forZ100, 3.8% forZ211, and 9.4%
for Z322).

Figure 8(b) shows that the run time of our technique increases very moderately as thedimensionalityof the data
set increases. The percentage of queries that need restarts remains low at under 11% in all cases.

Figure 8(c) shows the effect of havinglarger relations(i.e.,N is larger) while keeping the number of buckets in
the histogram constant. As we can see, there is a slight increase in the percentage of restarts due to increasingly less
accurate histograms (from 2.2% for104 tuples to 5% for106 tuples). However, the time required by our technique
decreases relative to the time for a sequential scan, as the gap between the time needed to answer the small range
queries issued by our technique and the time to scan sequentially all the relation becomes more pronounced as the
number of tuples in the relation increases.

Figure 8(d) shows the effect of increasing the number of tuples requested by the query (i.e.,k). The percentage
of restarts decreases ask increases, and therefore the total time gets closer to the optimum time. This effect can be
explained as follows: whenk is large enough, the “granularity” of the queries becomes comparable with that of the
histogram buckets, and the estimation error for the number of tuples insideb \ reg(q; d) decreases, causing fewer
restarts. In contrast, the estimation errors for smaller values ofk are relatively larger, and consequently, so are the
percentage of restarts and the total running time.

So far, all of the experiments that we have reported use a workload of 500 randomly chosen queries. Figure 8(e)
shows results for theSkewedworkload that we discussed in Section 4.4. The only significant change from the results
for the Randomworkload is the slightly worse performance of the highly skewed data setZ322. Z322 has some
tuples that occur with a very large frequency. In particular, one tuple has a frequency of 30,748, out of 100,000
tuples in the data set. Because of the characteristics of the skewed workload, these high frequency tuples will be
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(e) Skewedworkload (f) Distance function
Figure 8: Run time and percentage of restarts for different configurations.

picked as queries repeatedly. In such cases, all the many instances of these “popular” tuples have to be retrieved,
resulting in degraded performance.

Effect of the Distance Function

Figure 8(f) shows the results we obtained for different distance functions, namelyMax, Eucl, andSum. The bars
labeledEucl (MC) andSum(MC) correspond to the�-basedtechnique using the Montecarlo approximation de-
scribed in Section 3.2.1 for estimating the overlap between a bucketb and a regionreg(q; d) around queryq. As we
discussed, this Montecarlo approximation results in good estimates ofV ol(b \ reg(q; d)), but it might be expensive
to perform at run time. For efficiency, we consider approximatingreg(q; d) for EuclandSumusing “simpler” shapes
that result in volumes that are as easy to compute as those forMax. Specifically, we approximatereg(q; d) by the
smallest hyper-rectangle that enclosesreg(q; d), or by the largest hyper-rectangle enclosed inreg(q; d).

Example 7: Suppose we use the Eucl distance function and we want, given a queryq, to find the largest hyper-
rectangle enclosed by reg(q; d) (Figure 9). Using the monotonicity property (Property 1), the farthest points from
q inside a hyper-rectangle of radiusr correspond precisely to the vertices of such hyper-rectangle. Therefore, we
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Figure 9: The largest hyper-rectangle enclosed inreg(q; d) (Eucl distance function).
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Figure 10: Run time and restarts varying the number of buckets in the histogram(a), and using one-attribute indexes
(b).

calculate, using Eucl, the distance fromq to one of the vertices. Such distance equals
pPn

i=1 r
2 = r

p
n, wheren

is the number of attributes. This distance must be equal tod, sod = r
p
n, and finally, the radius of the enclosed

hyper-rectangle isr = d=
p
n. Analogously, for theSumdistance function we have that the radius isr = d=n.

We tried both alternatives experimentally and decided to use the second one. In effect, using the smallest hyper-
rectangle that enclosesreg(q; d) overestimates both the volume ofreg(q; d) and the expected number of tuples
enclosed in it. This leads to a significant number of restarts, and the total cost of the technique becomes too
expensive. In contrast, using the largest hyper-rectangle enclosed inreg(q; d) underestimatesV ol(reg(q; d)) and the
number of tuples in it. Therefore, the technique retrieves more tuples than anticipated. However, the time spent in
retrieving these extra tuples is generally negligible.

Figure 8(f) shows that, in general, the results forMaxare the best, followed by those forEucl, and those forSum.
As expected, the results forSumandEucl using the Montecarlo approximation (labeledSum(MC) andEucl(MC),
respectively) are better than those using the coarser, more efficient enclosed hyper-rectangle approximation (labeled
Sum(App) andEucl(App), respectively). However, the performance ofSum(App) andEucl(App) is still quite good
with respect to a sequential scan of the relation, with 0% restarts.

Effect of Histogram Size and Index Configuration

These last two experiments measure the performance of our technique when varying the amount of information
we have about the data set. Not surprisingly, Figure 10(a) shows that when we increase the histogram storage,
the performance of our technique improves. However, this improvement is not because the buckets capture more
information about the data distribution, as the�-based (NR)times and the percentage of restarts remain similar.
Actually, the benefits come from the cases that need restarts. When we have more buckets, thedNRsearch distance
becomes smaller on average, and therefore the time spent to restart a query also decreases.
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Figure 10(b) shows how the technique performs when we do not have multiattribute indexes. In this experiment
we constructed a one-column unclustered B+-tree index for each attribute mentioned in the query (Section 4.3).
We can see that the performance is worse than that for multiattribute indexes. However, even in this case the overall
time, except for the highly skewed data setZ322, is below 50% of that of a single sequential scan over the relation.
Actually, forZ322, even the optimal strategy spends over40% of the time needed for a sequential scan.

6 Related Work

Carey and Kossman [3, 4] present techniques to optimize queries that require only top-k matches when the scoring
is done through atraditional SQL “Order By” clause. Their technique leverages the fact that whenk is relatively
small compared to the size of the relation, specialized sorting (or indexing) techniques that can produce the first
few values efficiently should be used. However, in order to apply their techniques when the distance function is
not based on column values themselves (e.g., as is the case forMax, Eucl, andSum) we need to first evaluate the
distance function for each database object. Only after evaluating the distance for each object are we able to use
the techniques in [3, 4]. Hence, these strategies require a preprocessing step to compute the distance function itself
involving one sequential scan of all the data.

Donjerkovic and Ramakrishnan [7] propose a probabilistic approach to query optimization for returning the
top-k tuples for a given query. Their approach is complementary to ours in that they focus on relations that might be
the result of complex queries including joins, for example. In contrast, we focus on single table queries. Also, the
ranking condition in [7] involvesa single attribute, while the core of our contribution is dealing with multiattribute
conditionswithout assuming independenceamong the attributes, for which we exploit multidimensional histograms.

In previous work [5], we presented a family of histogram-based strategies for mapping top-k queries to range
selection queries (Section 2.2). Although these strategies seemed promising, no one emerged as consistently the
most efficient across arbitrary data sets, as we discussed in the Introduction. In this paper we improve on these tech-
niques and leverage information about the data distribution to define a more robust technique, which we evaluated
using a real RDBMS.

There is a large body of work on finding the nearest-neighbors of a multidimensional data point. Given an
n-dimensional pointp, these techniques retrieve thek objects that are “nearest” top according to a given distance
metric. The state-of-the-art algorithms (e.g., [11]) follow a multi-step approach. Their key step is identifying a set
of pointsA such thatp’s k nearest neighbors are no further fromp thana is, wherea is the point inA that is furthest
from p. (A more recent paper [15] further refines this idea.) This approach is conceptually similar to the approach
that we follow in [5] and also in this paper.

Multidimensional density estimation is an active research field. The main techniques comprise the use of multi-
dimensional histograms [13]. Some variations over histograms include the use of parametric curve fitting techniques
inside buckets [10], self-tuning histograms [1], and lately, multidimensional histograms for dealing with real val-
ued attributes [9]. Other multidimensional density estimation techniques are wavelets [12] and fractal dimension
concepts [8, 2].

7 Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented a new robust scheme for answering multiattribute top-k queries by mapping them
to relational selection queries. We have reported the first evaluation of the performance of top-k mapping tech-
niques over a commercial RDBMS, namely Microsoft’s SQL Server 7.0. Our experiments clearly demonstrate that
considering mapping top-k queries to multiattribute range queries that “cover” one or more histogram buckets only
partially, and capturing skew within a histogram bucket, have been key ingredients in reducing the probability of
restarts while ensuring that the required top-k matches are returned. Our new techniques are robust, and perform
significantly better than existing strategies requiring at least one sequential scan of the data sets.
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A Effect of Histogram Quality

Throughout our presentation, an implicit assumption was that we had available good quality histograms that man-
age to correctly “bucketize” regions in the relation that exhibit reasonably uniform tuple density. Through the
introduction of parameter� (Section 3.2.2) we have showed that we can model moderate intra-bucket skews, and
the resulting technique is efficient and does not cause restarts for the overwhelming majority of the queries. Under-
standably, our histogram-based techniques will not perform as well when the underlying histograms are not as well
behaved, as we discuss next.
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Figure 11: Typical histogram bucket generated withMHIST for our synthetic data set.

Consider the following synthetic data set with105 tuples and three attributesA1,A2; andA3. The first attribute,
A1, follows a Zipfian distribution withZ = 1 and has 100 distinct values. AttributesA2 andA3 are independent
of A1, but they are strongly correlated. Specifically,A2 � A3 � (1

4
� 105)2. The possible values for attributesA2

andA3 come from the integer range[1 : : : 105). We appliedMHIST-2 (with 100 buckets) to this data set. In the
first 98 steps,MHIST chose attributeA1 as the dimension to split. Only in the last two steps were other dimensions
chosen for splitting. This behavior is explained by the characteristics of the marginal frequency for the different
attributes. While forA2 andA3 the marginal frequency rarely exceeds 10 (in fact, it is often below 3), the marginal
frequencies for attributeA1 are between 200 and 19,000. Therefore, thefrequency gapsare much more likely to
be higher on attributeA1 than onA2 or A3, and thereforeMHIST splits almost exclusively along this dimension.
Figure 11 shows the distribution of tuples (projected over attributesA2 andA3) in a typical bucket obtained for this
data set. As we can see, such a bucket has regions of very high tuple density, while other large regions are virtually
empty. We ran our techniques over this intentionally bad synthetic data set. Not surprisingly, our technique does not
perform as well as for the case when we do have good quality histograms available (Section 5). We obtained a high
percentage of restarts (around 60%) for theRandomworkload, and a larger than needed number of tuples retrieved
for theSkewedworkload.

The focus of this paper is not on building high quality histograms for arbitrary data sets. However, our strate-
gies critically depend on the existence of such histograms. Fortunately, the area of multidimensional histogram
construction has attracted significant attention in the research community lately. Very recently, [9] proposed a new
histogram technique calledGENHIST, designed to approximate the density of multidimensional data sets with real
attributes, finding buckets that may overlap and whose size is based on the local density of the data. This approach
for building histograms appears promising for dealing with the kind of data sets described in this section, and it can
be easily incorporated in our technique. Further research is needed in this direction and is subject for future work.
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